
• Approximately 125 sign-ups and 85 attendees; 44 completed participant survey
• Need for more participation from younger residents – will explore new strategies 

for future workshops (no participants under 19, only 2 in 20-24 age group), as 
well as continuing to reach more renters and workers in Pentagon City. 

• The workshop included a presentation and small-group discussions. 
• Participants shared that they enjoyed choosing breakout group topics, but want 

to choose when they sign-up to make the process easier. Need to test how this 
works when joining by iPad, where some features of zoom may be limited. 

• Desire for more time for deeper discussions.
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• Public spaces are very important for achieving the principle of a welcoming and 
integrated community – it’s where the community will come together. 

• Physical connections are important – to surrounding neighborhoods, through large 
parcels like Riverhouse, and even potentially above ground level. 

• Potential to use arts and culture to create a broader community, particularly for
office development. One idea that came up was larger-than-life statues of people 
of color from the area. 
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• When thinking about a cohesive district, Pentagon City future development should 
consider its role not only in National Landing and 22202, but also the county and 
the region

• Multi-scalar is a term that should apply to Pentagon City development. One 
property’s development should be connect to the whole block, neighborhood, and 
at the pedestrian level.

• Building more of neighborhood identity – one that includes the history – will help 
identify the “heart” or “center” of the area.
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• Future green development should facilitate green transportation and mobility 
within Pentagon City and beyond i.e. bicycling and walking.

• Often development takes years. Green spaces within the public realm – sidewalks 
and pedestrian areas – should be thought of first, to connect the neighborhood 
even before development occurs.

• Green development should focus on impact, not image. At the surface level some 
things that appear to be green have a very large carbon footprint.  Pentagon City 
should have a framework for evaluating green development decisions.
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Green Development (James)
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• When thinking about a green development, Pentagon City future development 
should consider regenerative design strategies, not only to sustain new and 
existing development but to generate more energy, absorb more carbon and filter 
more water than the site itself impacts. 

• Biophilic connectivity is a term that should apply to Pentagon City development. 
One green space should be connected to another greenspace. Using tree canopy 
to connect other green spaces can be implemented into building designs by 
expanding the scope beyond the site boundaries and streetscapes. 

• Livability should be at the forefront of green development in Pentagon City. 
Prioritize pedestrian and bicycles, not vehicles and buildings. District wide 
geothermal loop for new and existing buildings to join and a livability survey done 
for Pentagon City. 
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Green Development (Julian)
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• A feeling of shortage of Participation from long-time residents and younger 
residents of Pentagon City. How to connect them to not only the planning 
processes but to more local community decision-making. 

• Residents of larger buildings (towers) interact less – connection with the 
architecture. 

• This group merged with the other Inclusive and Welcoming Group during the 
course of the workshop. 

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Inclusive and Welcoming (Jannet)
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• Principle and Supporting Elements:

• Separate the elementary school from affordable housing as 2 distinct elements

• Add language committing to dispersed/integrated affordable housing throughout the study 
area, not concentrated in a single block or building

• Clarify what we mean by “cultural practices” to be more clear and evocative

• Metrics:

• Measure diversity of industry/sector of employers, don’t allow Pentagon City become a company 
town, build in economic resilience

• Measure the number or percentage of local, minority-, woman- owned businesses. Make 
commercial rental affordability a priority the way housing affordability is to encourage local 
businesses to develop.

• Measure diversity and equity of worker (not just resident) demographics, including metrics for 
equity in commute times

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Inclusive and Welcoming Group #1 (Ryan)
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• Principle and Supporting Elements:

• Housing affordability is the key challenge to an inclusive and welcoming community, and we must 
ensure that we don’t build “gated” (physically or metaphorically) communities that segregate the 
community or isolate any part of it.

• Metrics:

• There is a real opportunity to make Pentagon City a welcoming destination to 
visit, though arts, culture, commerce; how can we both measure and encourage 
the successful development of Pentagon City as a destination as well as a 
residential area?

• Equity and diversity needs to be a lens applied to all these draft metrics; how do 
we ensure housing, childcare, job opportunities are available for all people in 
Pentagon City? 

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Inclusive and Welcoming Group #2
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• Group 1: 
• Supporting elements seem more about green spaces than about people
• Need places for community gathering

• Group 2: 
• Usage and vibrancy is more important than number
• Connection and variety are important – no isolated spaces

• Jamboard containing notes from the breakout groups follows

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Places for People (Andrew)
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• Equity and biophilia are central to creating places for all people. Equitable spaces are those that we safely use 
together as a community with frequency and all feel welcome. 

• To connect us with nature, the places should be infused with natural elements like water and the shade from 
trees. Water and landscape must be multi-dimensional – attractive sounds, aquatic habitat, stormwater 
capacity, native pollinator plants. Natural materials and public art should be integrated into place design. 

• To be a place for all people, of all backgrounds and races, Pentagon City must have a shared sense of 
community. That should be achieved by creating a variety of large and small places, public and private and 
inside and outside of buildings that regularly bring people together. Larger spaces should be considered for 
festivals, events and gathering together to share experiences, giving Pentagon City its own identity.

• Be more open to sharing spaces and activities between residential developments and the surrounding 
neighborhoods

• Regarding metrics, measure heat island, noise, percentage of roofs used for public good, eco-solar and 
activations. Track number and acreage devoted to shared places.

• Consider ways to measure the human element – number of events and number and demographics of 
participants, frequency of get togethers, community bulletin board

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Places for People (Kris)
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• Need to take full advantage of the connectivity Pentagon City offers and make it 
visible through features like the Rosslyn bicycle counter – make importance of 
pedestrians more visible 

• Mode focus should be on short trips – how does Pentagon City, National Landing,
and 22202 get around as a cohesive community? 

• The availability and management of parking in Pentagon City will continue to be 
important, particularly for uses like Costco. Need to think innovatively about 
delivery and other strategies for transporting groceries and heavy loads.

• Both groups shown on a combined Jamboard. 

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Better Choices than Driving (Kathleen)
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• This group talked about the supporting elements and how we got there. Everybody 
seemed to agree on the supporting elements.

• Someone had an interesting point about reducing car infrastructure (parking or 
road) to improve walkability. Abundant parking encourages parking. We should 
focus on improving the walkability experience at the same time that we diminish 
the car experience. Another participant added: “I think these are good elements. It 
is their application that will be the issue. We have to make sure cars are not 
privileged. Pedestrians and walkability need to be the priority.”

• In the next 30 min, the same group joined and we continued the discussion. 

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Better Choices than Driving (Pablo)
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• 2nd slide. Transit Performance Metrics. Most of the conversation was around 
number of trips. 2 people made a couple of points about how numbers of trips 
should not determine density.
KW - “Number of trips is important, but should not be a determinative factor.  We should build the type of place we want and 
then back into the trip numbers”.

Chris F – “Building on what KW said, let the land use lead, with density, diversity, and design. Then make biking, walking, 
and transit safe and attractive”.

• 3rd slide. Biking and Walking Performance Metrics. We talked about segregating 
the pedestrian counts by age because they have different behaviors. 

• When we talked about mode split, we came to the conclusion that that it is 
essential to walkability. We should increase multi-modalism.

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Better Choices than Driving (Pablo)
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• “Number of Crashes” & “Race/Income of Users” didn’t get any attention. I had to 
bring it up a few times to see their reactions but nobody thought that it was a big 
deal in Pentagon City.

• 4th slide. Driving and Parking Performance Metrics.
• Representative from Aurora Highlands mentioned concerns over car speed around 

the perimeter of their neighborhood. And others emphasized the importance of 
reducing speed limits.

• Map. People emphasizing how S Hayes St and 12th St. are the center of the 
neighborhood. S Hayes St is to wide and oriented to vehicle.

• Emphasis on the County implementing the adopted bike plan throughout.

Pentagon City December Public Workshop Report
Better Choices than Driving (Pablo)
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